Characterization of the upper limb arterial properties during reactive hyperemia.
The radial artery (RA) pressure waveform is commonly used to reconstruct the central aortic pressure waveform. Because the RA pressure waveform has been used as input to this process, its features that are dependent on the local arterial properties can influence the final reconstructed aortic waveform. In this study, we determined the effects of altered upper limb pulse wave velocity (PWV) and local wave reflection parameters on RA pressure waveform augmentation (RA-AIx). Twenty healthy volunteers (10 men) between the ages of 18 and 35 years of age were recruited. Simultaneous pressure waveforms were acquired using arterial tonometers from the right carotid and the radial arteries, prior to and following tourniquet induced hyperemia. The phase velocities from the pressure wave transfer function were used to estimate the pulse wave velocity (PWV(infinity)), the local reflection coefficient (Gamma) and an estimate of the terminal impedance of the upper limbs, PWV(0+). The RA-AIx was represented as a linear, three-parameter model that included the input (the AIx of the carotid artery pressure waveform, CA-AIx), the Gamma and PWV(infinity) of the arm. Tourniquet induced hyperemia did not alter Gamma but reduced PWV(infinity), and PWV(0+) and increased RA-AIx. Multiple linear regression analysis indicated that RA-AIx was increased by high levels of CA-AIx and PWV(infinity) and decreased by elevated Gamma. The relative weighing of CA-AIx, Gamma and PWV(infinity) on RA-AIx were 3:2:1, respectively. The AIx of RA is determined to an equal extent by the input and local factors. Interpretation of the AIx of the RA and the reconstructed central aortic waveform should be made in the context of this relationship.